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Wt! show how various known results concerning the Barnes multiple zeta and 
gamma functions can be obtained as specializations of simple features shared by a 
quite extensive class of functions. The pertinent functions involve Laplace trans-
forms. and their asymptotics is obtained by exploiting this. We also demonstrate 
how Barnes' multiplt: zeta and gamma functions tit into a recently developed theory 
of minimal solutions to first order analytic dit1erence equations. Both of these new 
<tpproaches to the Barnes functions give rise to novel integral representations. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In an impressive series of papers [ 1-4] culminating in Rei: [ 5 ], Barnes 
developed a comprehensive theory for a new class of special functions, the 
so-called multiple zeta and gamma functions. Barnes' multiple zeta function 
.; N( s, w I a 1 ..... a N) depends on parameters a 1 , ... , a N that will be taken 
positive throughout this paper. It may be defined by the series 
x 
m1 .... ,rn.v=O 
+ mNaN)-', Rew> 0, Res> N, ( I. I ) 
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from which the recurrence relation 
( M + i( s, 1 r + a M + 1 I a 1 , ... , a M + 1 ) 
-(M+ i(s, ll' I a1, ... , aM+ I)= -(M(s, ll' I a1, ... , llM) ( 1.2) 
is immediate (with ( 0(s, H') = 11·-"'). 
Barnes showed that (N has a meromorphic continuation ins, with simple 
poles only at s= 1, ... , N, and defined his multiple gamma function T!(11·) 
in terms of the .1·-derivative at s = 0, which we will write 
( 1.3) 
Clearly, analytic continuation of ( 1.2) yields the recurrence 
tp M + 1 ( )\' + (/ M + 1 I (/ 1 ' ••• , {/ M + 1 ) 
- tp M + d H' I a 1 • ... ,au+ 1) = - tp M ( 11· I a 1 • ... , a M ), (I A) 
with 'f'0(1r) =-In w. 
Up to inessential factors, the functions ( 1 and 'f/1 are equal to the 
Hurwitz zeta function and the logarithm of Euler's gamma function (cL 
e.g., Ref. [ 6] ). For a 1 = a2 = l, the function 
was already studied by Holder in 1886 [ 7]. It was called the double sine 
function by Kurokawa. More generally, Kurokawa considered multiple 
sine functions defined in terms of 'P N( 1r ), relating these functions to Se Iberg 
zeta functions and determinants of Laplacians occurring in symmetric 
space theory [ 8-10]. (See Reis. [ 11-13] for earlier work in this direction.) 
Barnes' multiple zeta and gamma functions were also encountered by 
Shintani within the context of analytic number theory [ 14, 15]. In recent 
years, they showed up in the form factor program for integrable field 
theories [ 16, 17] and in studies of XXZ model correlation functions [ 18]. 
See also recent papers by Nishizawa and Ueno [ 19-21], where q-analogs 
of the multiple gamma functions are studied. 
In our lectures on Calogero-Moser type systems [22] we introduced a 
function that is substantially equal to the double sine function ( 1.5 ). We 
dubbed it the hyperbolic gamma function, for reasons made clear in our 
paper ReC [23]. (Only recently we became aware of the connections to the 
previous work by Barnes, Shintani and Kurokawa, as detailed in 
Appendix A of Ref. [24].) From the viewpoint expounded in Ref. [23], the 
hyperbolic gamma function (alias double sine function) is a solution to a 
first order analytic difference equation with properties that render it 
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unique. Informally, these properties amount to its having the maximal 
analyticity and mildest increase at infinity that is compatible with the dif-
ference equation. 
As it turns out the theory of first order analytic dit1erence equations 
developed in Ref. [23] naturally applies to Barnes' multiple zeta and 
gamma functions. (In Appendix A of ReL [23] we already detailed how 
Euler's gamma function fits in.) Indeed, a principal goal of this paper is to 
make clear in what sense ( M + 1 and PM+ 1 may be viewed as the simplest 
solution to the equations ( 1.2) and ( 1.4 ), interpreted as analytic difference 
equations for unknown functions, with the right-hand sides (M and '/IM 
being regarded as explicitly given functions. (In fact. Barnes used this 
expression, without going beyond an intuitive notion of simplicity. I 
Within our framework, the idea of the simplest solution is replaced by 
the precisely defined concept of a 111i11ima! solution. We have summarized 
the pertinent results from Ref. [ 23] in Appendix A, where we also present 
two new results (Theorems A.2 and A.3) that are relevant in the present 
setting. The application to the special difference equations ( ! .2) and ( l .41 
is studied in Section 4. (Accordingly, the reader is advised to glance at 
Appendix A before reading Section 4.) It leads to useful new representa-
tions for (N and '!' N• of which we mention specifically the remarkable 
formula 
( ( N n ch-2(nx,,/an)) ( . N )N-s = J ' TI 2 ' . )I'-/ L x,, d.\"1 ···dX.v, ~A n = I 2ll ,,( .\ - II ) ,, = I 
( l.6) 
cf. ( 4.13 ). Indeed, it is immediate from this representation that ~N admits a 
meromorphic continuation in s, with simple poles for s = I, .... IV, and the 
s-derivative at s = O can be readily calculated from this formula as well. 
As his main tool to handle .1·-continuation and derive large-\\· 
asymptotics, Barnes [ 5] employed a representation i~ ter~ns of contour 
integrals, generalizing the Hankel integral repres~ntat1on _tor the gamma 
function (see, e.g., Ref. [ 6] ). A second goal of tins paper is to shO\~ _huw 
these aspects can be quite easily dealt with for a very general class ol l~mc­
tions, using Laplace transforms as the main tool. (Barnes' arguments yield-
ing the large-ll' asymptotics ( cf. Section 57 in Ref. [ 5]) are quite 111\ o~\ed: 
Shintani's Proposition 4 in Ref. [ 14 J dealing with the double gamma !unc-
tion does not simplify matters either.) . . . Section 2 is devoted to this general setup. It is quite rndependent of 
the difference equation theory in Appendix A, and leads to representations 
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that are different from the formulas arising in the difference equation 
framework. On the other hand, we have occasion to invoke a general result 
on the asymptotics of certain Laplace transforms, which we arrived at and 
applied in the difference equation context of Ref. [ 23]. Save for this result 
(Theorem B. I in Ref. [ 23] ), Section 2 is self-contained and quite elemen-
tary, involving solely some well-known properties of Euler's gamma 
function. 
In Section 3 we focus attention on the special functions that yield the 
Barnes zeta and gamma functions. Thus we quickly arrive at a substantial 
part of the results obtained by Barnes. (In particular, almost all of the for-
mulas in the Jimbo-Miwa summary on Barnes' functions arise in this way, 
cf. Appendix A in Ref. [ 18].) Moreover, we are led to new representations 
that are quite different from the Hankel type representations occurring in 
Barnes' papers and later work. 
The difference equation viewpoint explained in Section 4 (and the alter-
native representations to which it leads) might be exploited to quickly 
reobtain some other results due to Barnes. In particular, his transformation 
theory ( cf. Sections 45-48 in Ref. [ 5]) may be arrived at by taking the 
general addition formula (A.9) as a starting point. But the main purpose of 
this paper is to present a concise and largely self-contained account of 
some highlights among Barnes' results, supplying in the process novel 
representations and the minimal solution interpretation that may be useful 
for further studies and applications of the Barnes functions. 
2. GENERALIZED BARNES FUNCTIONS 
Let f(t) be a continuous function on [ 0, Y~) with at worst polynomial 
growth as t--+ r:N. Choosing In t real on ( 0, x ), we begin by studying the 
integral (Mellin-Laplace transform) 
I,z, dt 
- exp(.: In t-1vf) /"U) = F( .:, 11·). 
o I . 
(2.1 ) 
It is easily verified that F( ::, 11·) is a well-defined analytic function for 
(.:, 11') E {Re ::>0} x {Re H'> O}, (2.2) 
which satisfies 
a ... F(::, H')= -F(.:+ 1. 1r). (2.3) 
I 
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From now on we assume that there exist xk E IC, k EN. such that for all 
/E 1\1 one has 
110. (2.4) 
This enables us to associate Bernoulli-like polynomials with the function /; 
as follows: · 
II EN. 
Indeed, this definition entails the Bernoulli type features 
VIE 1\1. (2.6) 
We are now prepared for our first proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Fixing ll' irith Re1r>O, 1heji111clio11 gw(.:)=F(.:.1r) 
ex/ends to afi111ctio11 that is holomo1phil·ji1r.: ~ - N. For.:= -11. 11 EN. !he 
fimction g w(.:) has ll simple poll! lt'ith residue .:-1,,( -11· )ill!. 
Prv<!l We have 
(2.7) 
Fixing MEN, we therefore obtain 
(2.8) 
Now the term in brackets is 0( IM+ 1 ) for 1 l 0. so the integral yields a func-
tion that is analytic for Re.:> - M - I. The remaining terms have simple 
poles for ::: + k E - N. Therefore it remains to verify the residue assertion. 
To this end we need only recall that the residue of the function T( s l at its 
poles= -111 is given by ( - )"'/111!. I 
We proceed by associating a generalized multiple zeta function with the 
function f 
ZN(s, 11·) = F(s- N. 11·)/I'(s). (2.9) 
..... ......-~~~~--------------------... & 
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Fixing M ~ N. we obtain from ( 2.8 J the representation 
M 
+ 2.: ~-~- II' N 
k-N+lk! 
I ·' dt , 
+-:··- I ·- I I (s). o I 
k 
" 'k 
N I 
n (s+ /) 
WI (·.!.,I) A~ 'Xk t") N(, ... L --,- . 
k 0 k. (2.1 
PlWl'OSITION 2.2. For Ji.red 1r 1ri1/i Re 11· ...... () the /i111ction ZN(s, iv) 
h11/0111orpliil' ji1r .1· r/: i I, .... Ni = .J,P.,, and .fin· ji.n·d .1 11·i1/i .1· r/: .1PN it 
/111/11111t1rpliic in Re 11· > 0. It sati.1/i£'s 
f'~'/:N(.1,11·)=( )M.1l.1+IJ···(.1-tA/ l)/:Nl.1+.\/.11"), 
1111d 
/:N( ///, lt") = ( IJJ! )"' i/J ( I\'), (i\'-flll)!' Nim Ill E f:j. 
Ar .1 i ,, 1\ it '111s 11 simple pole> H"ith n·.1id11c 
r, .. ·· ( i I 1! f.V .'ilv ,I j 1! ' \\'). i• : I ..... Ni. 
MEN* 
(2.1 
(2.1 
(2.1 
l'mo( Clearly. ( 2. 11 J follows from ( 2.3 J and ( 2.lJ J. The remaining ass~ 
lions follow from (2.9) and Prop. 2.1. !Alternativcl:. they can be deduc1 
dire\.·tly from the representation 12.10). J I 
Next. we intrndm:e a function 
1....,.11r I 1\/..vl \', H')J, IJ• (2.1 
which may he viewed a' the logarithm of a gl:llc.:rali/ed multiple gamn 
function <tS">Ol·iated \Vith ( i·rnrn 12.IOJ We obtain the n:presentation 
I. sl 11· I In 11 1 
\f 
\ -x, II\ "'" .\' I )1 j R11ill'), (2.1 
" ';' l Ii! 
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where 
R (1r) = .!·"- dt t-Ne-"'1(f'(1)- ~ xktk) 
M . L.. /,·I • 
• o I k =0 '· 
;\1:;::: /1/, (2.16) 
Moreover, from ( 2. 11 ) we deduce 
Al~ N +I. (2.17) 
From now on we assume f( t) is analytic for Re t > 0 and at t = 0. Thus 
we have 
(2.18) 
and there exists <5 > 0 such that 
111 «5. (2.19) 
Moreover. we assume that for all k EN, t: > 0 and x E [ 0. rr..2) one has 
bounds 
V(r.cp)E[O. x)x[-1..1.]. (2.20) 
where c,,.dJ.) is a positive non-decreasing function on [O. rr. 2). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Fixing M ~ N. the ji111ctio11 RM( 1r) has £111 analytic 
continuation to 
c-=C\(-x.O]. 
Fixing D > O. l. E [ O. rr./2) and K >D. one has 
1vhere 
SK.x = LJ { Re(e;161r) ~Kl. 
14•1.; x 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
and 1rhere C"(J.) is a posit ire 11011-decrrnsing .fi111ctio11 011 [ 0. rr. 2) I Fig. l ). 
Proo( Consider the function 
(2.24) 
I 14 S. 1'. J\I. RI. J.JSl'J\ .. \•\RS 
i\t I 0 it is analytic ;1nd ha' a tt·ni of 11n!n \! 
intq!rak by part~ .\/ .\'times in thl· n:pn:scnL1t1"11 
R 11 111·1 t!r <' »I /\/lfl, Rl· 
'" 
to ohtain 
R 11 !11 I \\ \{ dt (' /,1 I I. 
s K,x 
K 
\ I hu•,, \\L' can 
(I I ~.2~ I 
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where we have set 
(2.27) 
Now the function h(t) is analytic for Re t > 0 and at t = tl Moreover. in 
view of the bounds ( 2.20) it satisfies for all 1: > 0 and l E [ 0. n. 2) a bound 
of the form 
\>'(I', </>) E [ 0. X ) X [ - /, /]. (2.28) 
Thus the assertion follows from Theorem B. l in ReL [ 23]. I 
As an obvious corollary, we deduce that LN( ir) has a holomorphic 
extension to c-. The representation ( 2.15 ). combined with the bound 
(2.22), now yields an asymptotic expansion that is uniform as [1rl-. x_ in 
sectorial regions larg 11·1 ~ n - <5, c5 > 0. To illustrate why this is the case. we 
have added Fig. 1, which depicts the geometric state of affairs. 
Next, we point out that when f(t) satisfies the above assumptions, so 
does 
Red> 0. (2.29) 
Specifically, fJ(t) is analytic for Re t > 0 and at t = 0. and ./J( t) obeys the 
bounds (2.20). Moreover, we may take i; = 0 in the latter and hence in 
( 2.22 ), too. Of course, the functions Z N. "( s, 11·) and LN. "( 11·) associated to 
.fJ fulfil 
(2.30) 
but it should be stressed that these relations are not manifest from the 
above representations for Z N," and L N. d· 
A quite simple, yet illuminating example illustrating the latter remark 
and the above constructions is obtained by taking /( t) = I. Obviously. f 
satisfies all assumptions, and ( 2.15) yields 
(-1\')N ( N I ) 
LN(11·)=--, - I --In 11· 
N. t=i I 
(/(!)=I l. (2.31 i 
The Bernoulli polynomials associated to /:1( t) = e- dr are given by 
.Jdn(X)=(x-dt, cf. (2.19). Taking M=N in the representation (2.15) of 
LN,d(1v), we obtain the identity 
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(-11·-d)N( N I ) I I --ln(11·+d) = --(-11·-d)Nln11· 
N! t=i I N! 
N-1 ( -d)k(-11·)N-k N-k I 
+ k~O k!(N-k)! /~I I 
f oo dt ( N ( / k) + 1-N -wt -dt '\'"' -<f) 
- f! e -L--
o f k=O k! . 
(2.32) 
Now when we write 
(2.33) 
on the rhs of ( 2.32 ), we obtain the n· l 0 limit 
j•X. dt (-di N-1(-dt)j (-dt)N -1)_(-d)N( NI ) 
N+1 I! - I -.-, -- Ni I! --N1 I -1-lnd . O I .i=O .f. · · I=! 
(2.34) 
where Re d > 0. 
To conclude this section, we point out that the integral we have just 
derived can be exploited to rewrite LN( 11·) ( 2.15) as a single integral. 
Indeed, taking M = N in ( 2.15) and using ( 2.34) with d--. 11·, N ~ N - k. we 
obtain the integral representation 
L (11·J=j -- i!-wrf'(t)-" -.!1(-H')---.!J (-11·) . .oc, df ( N-1 (n (N('-t ) 
N tN+ I . L, n' n N' N 
0 n=O · • 
( 2.35) 
(Recall ( 2.19) in order to appreciate the integrand.) 
3. BARNES' MULTIPLE ZETA AND GAMMA FUNCTIONS 
In order to specialize the above to the Barnes functions, we need to 
choose a function f that depends on the integer N we have fixed in the 
previous section. Specifically, we need the choice 
N 
f(f)=fN Il (J -e-"'')-1, ( 3.1) 
i=I 
Clearly, this function satisfies all of our assumptions in Section 2: It is poly-
nomially bounded for t T x., analytic for Re t > 0 and at t = 0, and it obeys 
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the bounds (2.20). We denote ZN and LN with this choice off by (N(s, n·) 
and 'P N( H' ). 
Accordingly, the (Barnes) multiple zeta function reads ( cf. (2.9)) 
1 Icy_, dt N (N(s, iv)= -- - t'e-w' TI (I - e-"11 )- 1• Res> N, Rew> 0. 
I'(s) O f }=I ( 3.2) 
It can be rewritten as a power series by using 
N oo 
[l(l-e-a,r)- 1 = I exp{-t(m1a 1+···+mNaN)) (3.3) 
}=I m1, ... ,mN=O 
and the integral (2.7) (with /=0). This yields the formula 
Res> N, Re ll' > 0, 
( 3.4) 
mentioned in the Introduction, which is used as a starting point by Barnes [ 5]. 
In order to relate the Bernoulli-type polynomials .31n( x) associated with 
f ( 3.1) ( cf ( 2.4) and ( 2.5)) to the so-called multiple Bernoulli polynomials 
BN,n(x) defined by 
( 3.5) 
we exploit the identity ( cf ( 2.19)) 
Indeed, a comparison yields 
(3.7) 
Correspondingly, the general formula ( 2.10) specializes to 
~ N ( - )k ' . N-k I 
i,N(s, 11') = I --BN k(O) )j,N-s-k n -, 
k=O k! . l=I S-
M ( _ )k k-N-1 
+ I -k-,-BN,k(O) 11,N-s-k n (s+/) 
k=N+ I 1=0 
+-1-. I''' dt t'e-"'' ( rl ( l -e-"i')-1- I ( ~/k BN.k(O) lk-N)' 
I'(s).lo I J=I k=O · 
( 3.8) 
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where M ~ N and Res> N - M - 1. Moreover, from Prop. 2.2 we deduce 
that ~N(s, 11·) has a meromorphic extension with simple poles at sE.'IN, 
whose residues read 
( _ )N-i 
,. - B -(H') 
i - (j - I ) ! ( N - j ) ! N, N - J , jE{J. ... ,N}. (3.9) 
The values at s = -111, m EN, are given by 
Ill EN, (3.10) 
and ( 2.11 ) yields 
M-1 
o':(N(.1',l\')=(-)M Il (s+j)·(N(s+M,11·), 
i=O 
MEN*. (3.11) 
Turning next to the function 
(3.12) 
associated with f ( 3.1 ), the representation ( 2.15) yields 
(-)N+1 N-'sNk(O)H·N-k N-k 1 
lf'N(ir)= N! BN,N(H')ln1r+(-)N k~o k.!(N-k)! '~' / 
M (-)k 
+ I --BNk(0)1\'N-k(k-N-l)!+RNM(11·), (3.13) 
k=N+l k! . . 
with 
'"' dt . ( N . M ( _ )k ) R (11·)=J -e-"' [1 (l-e-a11 )- 1 - '\' --B (O)tk-N, N. M [ L., k I N. k 
0 j= I k=O . 
(3.14) 
where M ~ N and Re H' > 0. From Prop. 2.3 it follows that If' N( 11·) has a 
holomorphic extension to C - ( 2.21 ), and that the remainder in ( 3.13) 
satisfies 
where the bound is uniform for larg a-I~ re -<5, <> > 0. Moreover, (2.17) 
yields 
M-;:;N+I, (3.16) 
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and the integral representation (2.35) becomes 
•. x, dt ( N 1 
IJ'N(ll') = J - l'-ll't ll ---
0 f i=l I -e-a,1 
-t I --BN (1r)---e-1B (11·) -NN-1(-t)n (-)N ) 
II = 0 /1 ! ' ,, N! N, N . (3.17) 
To proceed, we introduce the multiple gamma function 
(3.18) 
(It should be pointed out that the multiple gamma function I''/.( 11·) defined 
by Barnes is slightly different: One has 
(3.19) 
where p N is Barnes' modular constant. Our definition is in accord with 
most of the later literature.) Then the recurrence ( 1.4) entails 
I'M+l(ll' I a1, ... , UM+l) 
= r M(ll' I u1, ... , aM) r M+1(11·+uM+l I ll1, .. ., llM+l ), 
with I'0(it•) = l/1v. 
MeN, 
(3.20) 
Next, we recall that IJI M + 1 ( 11·) has an analytic continuation to C - ( 2.21 ). 
Therefore, r M + 1 ( 11·) has an analytic continuation to C - , too, and has no 
zeros in ic-. The analytic character of r M+ 1( 11') for 11· e ( - x, O] can now 
be obtained by exploiting ( 3.20 ). 
Specifically, taking first M = 0, one can iterate ( 3.20) to get 
I EN*. (3.21) 
From this one reads off that Ti( H' I ail has a meromorphic extension 
without zeros and with simple poles for 1r E - a 1 N. Writing next 
1-1 
I'2(11·la 1,a2l=ll I'1(1r+ka2 la1)·I'2 (1r+/a2 la1,ll2 ), leN*, (3.22) 
k=O 
one deduces that I'2 ( 11• I a 1 , a2 ) has a meromorphic extension without zeros 
and with poles for 11·= -(k 1a 1 +k 2 a 2 ),k 1,k2 eN. The multiplicity of 
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a pole 1r0 equals the number of distinct pairs (k 1, k 2) such that 
11·0 = -(k 1a 1 +k 2a 2 ). (In particular, all poles are simple when a1 ;u 2 is irra-
tional.) 
Proceeding recursively, it is now clear that r N( H') has a meromorphic 
extension, without zeros and with poles for H' = - ( k 1a 1 + ... + 
kNaN),k 1, ... ,kNEN. It should be observed that the relations (3.16) 
between (N(M, 11·) (written as the series (3.4)) and the logarithmic 
derivatives of r N( ll') are in agreement with these conclusions (though they 
do not imply them). It should also be noted that the pole of r N( w) at 11· = o 
is simple. Denoting its residue by RN, Barnes' constant PN in (3.19) is (by 
definition) equal to RN- 1 • (Thus one has 1vI'~(ll')-+ I as H'-> 0.) 
To conclude this section, let us consider the N = I case. From ( 3.4) we 
have 
(3.23) 
where ((s, 11·) is the Hurwitz zeta function. Also, ( 3.13) specializes to 
( 11· I) ll' M ( - )k (ll'/a)'-k B In I'i(11• I a)= --- In 1r--+ I k 
a 2 a k = 2 k( k - I ) 
I"' dx ( I M ( -x)k- I B ) + _ e -wx/a _ + I k • 
o X 1-e-x k=O k! (3.24) 
where M?: l and Re 11· > 0, and where Bk are the Bernoulli numbers. 
defined by 
( 3.25) 
Moreover, the integral representation ( 3.17) can be written as 
lnI'1 (11·ja)=j--=- --- e- 2.vla __ + . ·ocdv((ll' l) I e-2yiw/a-l/21) 
o y a 2 2y 2shy 
( 3.26) 
Thus we have (see, e.g., Eq. (A37) in Ref. [23], with::--> ll/a-1/2) 
I'i(ll' I a) =exp((ll'/a-1/2) In a) I'(11'fa)(2n)- 112• (3.27) 
Finally, we point out that the asymptotics associated with ( 3.24) amounts 
to the Stirling series. 
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4. THE DIFFERENCE EQUATION PERSPECTIVE 
We proceed by relating the recurrence relations ( 1.2) and ( 1.4) to the 
general theory of first order analytic difference equations expounded in 
Appendix A. In this way we obtain simultaneously some illuminating 
illustrations of this theory and new representations for the pertinent func-
tions. The first question to answer is obviously: In what sense-if any-can 
(N and lf1 N be viewed as minimal solutions to difference equations of the 
form (A.I)'? 
Comparing ( 1.2) and ( 1.4) to (A. l ), it is clear that the role of the func-
tion</> in (A.I) should be played by (Mand lflM, resp., and aM+i should 
be viewed as the step size a. We also need a strip llm :I< c in which r/>(:) 
is analytic. Beginning with (M+I• let us first define a number 
N 
AN=~ I".;, 
j=I 
(with A0 = 0). Consider now the function 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
where we choose at first Res> M. Because we choose the displacement 
parameter d greater than -AM• we obtain a non-empty strip I Im :I < 
AM+ d in which </JM,,,.(:) is defined and analytic. Thus we can use ( 3.2) to 
write 
71 - M ,.,,, (?j')s-· I ,,-2dl' . I ~ J -- -21~·= OM,_,(:)=-,- l~)' M , . (' - ' 
f(s) o 0 1= 1 sh(a;y) 
Res> M, Im: <AM+ d. 
(4.3) 
Let us now study </> M, _,.(:) with regard to the conditions ( A.5) of 
Theorem A. I. The Fourier transform ri M, _1_( y) ( A.4) can be read off from 
( 4.3 ). It is manifestly in L 1 (IR) and it satisfies ~ M, sLV) = 0( y) for J'-+ 0, 
provided Rc.1·;,,M+2. To ensure <PM,,(x)e:=L 1(11l) we must require 
Res> M +I. (Indeed, this can be readily deduced from the series represen-
tation ( 3.4) for </JM.,.) 
Choosing Res;,, M + 2, then, Theorem A. I applies and so we obtain a 
minimal solution 
. 2 M . .,, ( 2 v)·'·- I e-21£v 
./M,,,,(UM+ ,; :) =-{'( :--) J dy n:W+1 sh(U·)'). ('--2iy: 
,\ 0 j= I • /. 
= ( M + 1 ( s, AM+ 1 + d + i::: ), Re .1·;;; M + 2, Im ::: < AM+ 1 + d 
(4.4) 
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to the analytic difference equation 
f(::. + iaM+i/2)-f(::.-iaM+ 1/2) = 1M,.,(::.), Res;;::;, M + 2, Im::.< AM+d. 
(4.5) 
In words, (M+ 1 may be viewed as the unique minimal solution given by 
Theorem A. I, provided Re .1· ;;::;, M + 2. 
Next, we consider general s-values. From ( 3.11) we deduce 
k-1 
a~1M.)::.)=(-d TI (s+j)·</iM.s+k(::.), 
}=0 
kE N*. (4.6) 
Thus, fixing .1· 0 with .1· 0 'I= 1, ... , M +I. and choosing k 0 such that 
Re .1·0 + k 0 ;;::;, M + 2, it follows from the paragraph containing ( A.22) that 
the difference equation ( 4.5) admits minimal solutions. Recalling the 
representation (3.8), it readily follows that (M+ 1(.1· 0 , AM+I +d+i::.) is poly-
nomially bounded in the strip I Im ::.I ~a M + if2, so that it is once again a 
111i11i111a/ solution to ( 4.5 ). From ( A.23) we then obtain the representation 
(with N = M +I) 
ko (i::. )1 
(N(.l'o, AN+ d + i::.) = I r}.so -.,-
}=0 J. 
21-N J"'x (2y)-'o-I ('-2dy ( _,. _ ko-1 ( -2iy:::)l) 
+ -- dv e -'Y- - I 
I'(.1·0) 0 . n~= I Sh(UJJ') }=0 j! ' (4.7) 
which holds for s0 'I= I, ... , N, Re .1· 0 + k 0 > N and Im::.< AN+ d. 
Now since Re s0 + k 0 > N, we are entitled to evaluate the k0 -fold 
::.-derivative of (4.7) by differentiating k 0 times under the integral sign. 
From the resulting formula it is readily deduced that the highest coefficient 
rko. so vanishes. (Indeed, this follows for instance by comparison with the 
k 0 -fold derivative of ( 4.4 ). ) Also, the coefficients ri, j = 0, ... , k - 1, in ( A.23) 
cannot readily be expressed in terms of 11(::.), but they are clearly equal to 
gU 1( a; O ). Thus we have 
j=O, ... , k 0 - l (4.8) 
in ( 4.7). It should be noted that the resulting formula can also be directly 
inferred from ( 4.4) and analytic continuation in s. 
Turning to the difference equation ( 1.4) obeyed by IJ1M+ 1 , let us consider 
the function 
(4.9) 
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Just as 4i M,.,(z) ( 4.2 l: i.t is defined and analytic in the non-empty strip 
llm.:1 <AM+d. But it is clear from (3.13) that q>M(z) does not satisfy the 
assumptions of Theorem A. I. 
On the other hand, it follows from ( 3.16 J that one has 
As we have established above, the rhs satisfies the assumptions of 
Theorem A. I, so that 4i M(::) yields an analytic difference equation admit-
ting minimal solutions. Now it is clear from ( 3.13) that 'PM+ i( AM+ 1 + 
d+iz) is polynomially bounded for !Im .:I ~aM+i/2, so it gives rise to a 
minimal solution. Thus we may invoke the general formula ( A.23) (using 
(4.3) with s = M + 2) to deduce the representation (with N = M + I) 
'PN(AN+d+iz)= I (o{.. 'PN)(AN+d) U~)j 
j=O .f. 
Jc<· dy l!-2dy ( . N ( -2iJ'z)i) +2-N - l!-21y:_ I . 
0 )' nf= I Sh(O;J') j=O j! , 
(4.11) 
where we may choose Imz<AN+d. (Just as for (4.7), the highest coef-
ficient is readily seen to vanish.) 
It should be noted that we used uniqueness of minimal solutions to 
arrive at this representation. Alternatively, however, it may be derived 
directly from ( 4.7) and ( 4.8) by using that 'P N( 11·) equals (by definition) the 
s-derivative of(N(s, 11·) at .1·=0. 
Quite different-looking representations may be obtained by exploiting 
the formula (A.7) with cji(.:) given by c/iM .. Jz) (4.2) and Res~ M +1. (Note 
in this connection that this .1·-restriction entails not only that qi M.).:) 
satisfies the assumptions of Theorem A. I, but also those of Theorem A.2, 
with c chosen equal to AM+ d.) Changing variables, it yields 
• A I . I ( x I • ( . . l th n: ~u+ 1 (s, M+i+t +i.:)= . I ix~M s,c+i.:-1x --x. 
2/ll M + I ' - ,,,_, ll M + I 
(4.12) 
where c =AM+ d and where we may take Im::< c. Clearly, we can iterate this 
relation, but before doing so it is expedient to integrate by parts (recall i 3.11 ) ): 
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rr I ., 
=-----1 dx~N 1(.1 LAv 1 +d1-i:: i\lch 2inra,1 2a~ s - I ... 
j. ( [Nl rr cl.1. 2(nx,,.a,,))' (I ·-= , ---·-- { + , _ 
1111N /1 =I 2a;,( S ·- II) . 
,\ ,\ \ 
i ~ r11 ) dvr. 
II I 
14.Ui 
(Here, we used ( 0(s, 1r) = 1r ' in the last iteration step. I ;\s it stands. this 
new representation is vali<l for Res> N and Im::•" cl. But it is plain by 
inspection that it extends analytically to arhitrary s t I ..... :\'. Moreover. 
the .\·rcontour may he shifted up by 'J.i r::: !O. a, 2 I to t•n!arge the half plane 
to Im.:< d + 'J.i; more generally. ( 4.1.1) can he adjusted -.o that it lrnlds for 
a given .:0 with Im .: 11 <AN+ tl. 
It is of interest to point out that ( 4.1.1) yield" an altcrnati\·e route to an 
explicit determination of ( N ( 111, A .v + 11) for 111 • • .. I Indeed. \\t' al"o have 
(.I. I 0) available.) The point is that f()r .1 '" /11 th•: intt:grand in f 4.1.11 is a 
polynomial in x 1 • .... x,,. so that the integrals can he done by using 
~ J' \'2k dr .:., = ( 
· eh- rry 
where B2k are the Bernoulli numbers given by I 3.2'i 1. 
f..' ''· 14.14) 
( ;\ short proof of the (known) result ( 4.14 1 rt·ad.., a.., loll ow.,. 1>1..·noting 
the lhs by Ik. the elementary hiurier transform 
rr . ' 
i .1 
<.:os .\T ' dr · · .. 
· <.:h 2 rrr 2sh( \ 2 I 14.151 
entails 
.\"(' \ 2 ' I k 
,. I -'" 
L., -, I //, \ . 
• 0 ( _/, ). 
But \ve may also write (1.:f. ( 3.25 I I 
\('' 2 x 
.\· 
(' \ ('' .) I 1 H,,. 14.17) 
so that !4.141 t<illows upnn comparing 14.1<11;111d14.1711 
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From ( 4,J 3) we can now quickly obtain the corresponding representa-
tion of If' N( AN+ + d + i:: ), by taking the s-derivative at s = 0. This yields 
tpN(AN+d+i::)= I~ ·(N(O,AN+d+i::) 
/-1 
+( - )N+1 TI _n_ i"'· lX,,. . ( N · / ) 7 2 ' ~ . . f.v( .\ ), 
11 _ 1 -nu,, . _ ..,_ eh ( n.\,, . a 11 ) (4.18) 
where the integrand reads 
IN(X)=(d+i::-i I x,,)N1n(d+i::-i I x 11 ). 
n= l n= I 
(4.19) 
(As before, the restriction Im::< d can be relaxed by suitable contour 
shifts.) 
APPENDIX A 
A. First Ordl'I" Difference E111w1ions 
This appendix is concerned with analytic difference equations (hence-
forth ALJ Es) of the form 
f(:: + ia/2) -f(:: - ia/2) = c/i(:: ). (A.ll 
Here, we have a E (0, x) and ~(::) is a function that is analytic in a strip 
I Im .::I < c, c > 0, around the real axis. We call a function f(::) a 111ini111al 
solution to the ALJ E (A. I ) when it has the following properties: 
( i) f(::) is analytic in the strip I Im ::I < c + a/2; 
(ii) f(::) satisfies (A.I) in the strip llm:I <c; 
(iii) f(::) is polynomially bounded in the strip I Im ::I :::; u 2. 
It would be useful to have necessary and sutlicient conditions on c/i(::) fo1 
minimal solutions to exist, but we are not aware of such conditions. Befon 
turning to conditions that are sufficient for existence, it is important to 
appreciate why minimal solutions are unique up to a constant. whenever 
they exist. 
To this end, consider the difference 
d(::) = f1 (:: ) - .I~ (::) (A.2l 
I 
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of two minimal solutions. It is analytic in I Im =I < c + a/2 and polynomially 
bounded in I Im zl ~ a/2. Since it also satisfies 
d(= + ia/2) = d(z - ia/2 ), IImzl<c, (A.3J 
it has an analytic continuation to an entire ia-periodic function. Polyno-
mial boundedness now entails that d(z) is constant. 
As concerns necessary conditions, it is clear from (ii) and (iii) that 
~(x), xE IR, must be polynomially bounded as x -t ±co. Thus ~(x) defines 
a tempered distribution. As such, it admits a Fourier transform in the dis-
tributional sense. The following theorem provides sufficient conditions 
guaranteeing in particular that the Fourier transform 
_ I Joo . ~( )') = - d:u/J( x) e'xy 
2n -oo (A.4J 
exists in the classical sense and yields a continuous function. 
THEOREM A.I. Assuming ~(z) sati.\'/les 
~( y) = 0( J' }, y -t 0, (A.5) 
the AL1E (A.I) admits minimal solutions. In particular, there exists a minimal 
solution f(a; z) explicitly given by 
. Joc' ~(2v) . 
.f(a; z) = dy-·- e-2i.vz, 
- oo sh ay llm zl ~a/2 (A.61 
or by 
I Joo n f(a;=)=?7" du~(u)th-(z-u), 
-Ill -ex, a 
llmzl <a/2. (A.7) 
T/Jisjimctivn is boundedfi1r I Im zl ~ a/2, and satisfil's 
Jim f( a; x + it) = 0, 
X-+±oc, 
tE [-a/2, a/2]. (A.8) 
Moreuz·er, the fi1/lmving addition j(mnu/a holds true: 
( a ) k ( ia ) f "(: = j~/· a;:+ 2k (k + 1 -2)) , a IImzl<c+ 2k. (A.9) 
Proof: See Theorem I 1.2 in Ref. [ 23] and its proof. I 
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We continue by presenting another set of sufficient conditions on ~(:) 
that does not involve Fourier transforms. These conditions may be more 
easily checked in concrete applications. 
THEOREM A.2. Assume ~(:) is bounded in closed suhstrips 4 llm :I< l' 
and sati!!ifles 
Jim cp(x +it)= 0, (A.JO) 
X-+ ±co 
for all t E ( -c, c). Then the ALIE (A.1) admits minimal solutions. In par-
ticular, there exists a minimal solutionf(a; :) explicitly given hy (A.7). This 
function is bounded in closed subs trips <d' I Im :I < c + a/2 and satis.fies 
Jim f(a; x +it)=± - 1-. f w du q>(u), tE (-c-a/2, c +a/2). 
x-±oo 2w -w 
(A.II) 
Moreover, the addition formula (A.9) holds true. 
Proof Define a function f(::.) by the rhs of (A. 7 ). Since 1Cr) E L 1 ( IR ), 
this function is well defined and analytic for I Im :I < a/2. Next, fixing : 
with Im z E ( -a/2, a/2 ), we may shift contours to obtain 
1 f OC) TC f(:) = -. du 1(!1 +it) th -(:::-11- it), 
2w -CJ"o a 
!A.12) 
provided t satisfies t E ( - l', c) and Im ::: - t E ( - a/2, a/2 ). (This readily 
follows from the assumptions and Cauchy's theorem.) 
We can now exploit ( A.21) to deduce that f(:::) has an analytic continua-
tion to I Im :::I < c + a/2, once more given by ( A.12 ), where t is such that 
Im:-tE(-a/2,a/2) and tE(-c,c). From this formula one readily sees 
that ((z) is bounded in closed substrips of llm :::I< c + a/2 and obeys 
(A.11 ). 
We proceed by proving that/(:::) satisfies the ALIE (A.I). To this end we 
fix z with Im z E ( -c, c) and choose t ± satisfying 
I+ Elm:+(O,a), t _ E Im:::+ (-a, 0), t ± E ( -c, c). (A.13) 
Then we may write 
f(:::± ia)=-'-. J00 du<p(u+it±)th?:.(:::± ~-11-it±)· (A.14) 
2 2w -oo a -
II 
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From this we obtain 
/' :+- -/' :-- =-. duq1(u+it+)cth- :-(u+it .. ) ( ia) ( ia) 1 1·' TC ( ) 
· 2 · 2 2w . , ll ' 
1 •:I TC 
--. j durp(u+it )cth-(:-(u+it )) (AlS) 2w , a · · · 
Let us now view the rhs as a contour integral 
I .. TC 
-. j d1t· 1p( H') cth- (: - w), 
2UJ /' ll (A.16) 
where r is depicted in Fig. 2. Then Cauchy's theorem may be invoked to 
deduce that the integral equals - 2TCi times the residue at the simple pole 
1r=:. Thus the rhs of (A.15) equals</>(:). 
It remains to show that the addition formula ( A.9) holds true. Now it is 
clear that the function on the rhs satisfies the ALIE (A.I) with a replaced 
by a;k. Since it is also a minimal solution with the same limit for x-+ -;: 
as 
((/ ) ,,. I, TCk f -k ; .\' = -'-. du </J(ll) th - (X- l/), 
· 2w , ll 
(A.17) 
it must be equal to f(ll/k; :), by virtue of uniqueness. I 
W=X+it+ 
x 
W=Z 
W=X+it_ 
FIG. 2. Thc contour /'in the 11"-plane. 
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When </J(:::) is such that minimal solutions to (A.I) exist it is not dear 
that the derivative </J'(:) gives rise to an AAE admitting minimal solutions. 
too. Of course, when f(:) is a minimal solution to (A. I l, it is immediate 
that f'(:::) solves (A. I ) with </J-+ </J', but the point is that the property (iii) 
may not hold. ( Cauchy's integral formula entails /'(:) is polynomially 
bounded in strips Im::: E [ -a/2 + e, a/2 - i: ]. 1; > 0. but the bound might 
diverge as e 10.) 
By contrast, it is easy to see that primitives of q1(:) do give rise to A.JEs 
admitting minimal solutions. Indeed, let 
f!' (:) = (p(: ), llm:I <c. 
and let f(:) be a minimal solution to (A. I ). Setting 
g(.:) = r: + J·= d11'f( w). 
() 
we now choose r such that the function 
iar+j·=+ia/2 d1l'f(11·) 
=-ia/2 
equals f!(.:). Thus g(:) fulfils 
g(: + ia/2) - g(: - ia/2) = T/( :). llm:I <c. 
(A.18) 
(A.19l 
tA.20) 
!A.21 l 
and is obviously a minimal solution to this A.dE. 
Of course, this construction can be repeated to handle right-hand side 
functions 17(:::) satisfying 
k EN*. llm.:I <c. \A.221 
To be specific, when </>(.:) fulfils the assumptions ( A.5) of Theorem A. I. one 
arrives at minimal solutions to (A.21) given by 
k r-=j .oc ~(2r) . -k 
g(a· :) = °"' -1-+ I dv-·- ( -21y) 
' L., ·1 • • sh a r j=O ./· -x. . 
( 
. k-t ( -2ir.:)j) ~.21v= "\""' · 
· e . - L 1 ' 
j=ll ./· 
llm :I ~a 2. 
where r 1 , ... , rk are uniquely determined. Indeed. it is dear _t~at the k-t~)lu 
derivative of the rhs equals rk + f( a;=). so that g( a; : ) sat1sltes. the k-tolu 
derivative of ( A.21 ). The coefticients r 1, ... , rk are then determmeu renn-
sively as described in the previous paragraph. (See also Theorem I lJ m 
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Ref. [ 23].) Note one has ri = gU \a; 0) for j = 0, ... , k - I, but we have no 
formula expressing rj and rk directly in terms of 17( = ).
Assume next ( A.22) holds and </J(::.) satisfies the assumptions of 
Theorem A.2. Then 1J(::.) is polynomially bounded in closed substrips of 
I Im ::.I < c, so the integral 
71: Joo 17(=-x) 
!(a;:::)=-?. 2 dx h2( I ) , 
-Ia -oo c nx a 
IIm ::.I <c (A.24) 
is well defined and yields a function that is analytic in I Im =I< c. A suitable 
shift of contour then shows that I( a; =) extends analytically to 
I Im ::.I < c + a/2 ( cf. the proof of Theorem A.2 ). Consider now a function of 
the form 
k P·_j •Z 
g(a; =l =I ~+ j dH' l(a; 1v), 
j=O ). 0 
IIm::.I <c+a/2. (A.25) 
Clearly, one has 
llm ::.I <c. tA.261 
Writing 
n 1 n 
---=Oxth-x, 
a h2 n a 
c -x 
(A.27) 
{/ 
we may integrate by parts to deduce that the rhs equals Pk+ ck+ f(a; ::.). 
cf. (A.7). Therefore, g(kl(a; ::.) solves the k-fold derivative of the ALIE (A.21 ). 
It then follows as before that the coefiicients p 1 , •.• , p k in ( A.25) can be 
chosen such that g( a; ::. ) solves ( A.21 ), and g( a; =) is clearly minimal. 
We close this appendix with a result that is of a less general character. 
but which is quite relevant for the Barnes multiple zeta functions con-
sidered in Section 3. Let us begin by noting that when (/!( =) is analytic in 
the half plane Im=< c, then arbitrary solutions f(=) to (A. I) (in any 
reasonable sense) satisfy the iterated equation 
! . 1. . ( ia) ( ia . ) 
. (::. J -. (::. - 1( N + l ) a) = </J ::. - l + (p ::: - 2 - 1a 
( ia ) +···+</J :::- 2 -iNa, (A.28) 
with Im .:: < + a 2. The follu\\ 
1 \\hi.Ji are '.tronger than tlwse ,,f ThL'fl!"<."m .\.2 i 
n11n erge~ as .\' --• ~'-. and gi\ es 
T!!I UIU \! ·t l ls.Ill/I IC !11111 - I l.1 
Im .:: < < ,, all > 0. Assume 
and in i1dditiw1 <1.1.1111111' 
lim dr +ii 11·"·0. 
Then //!(' 111i11i111uf s11f111io11 t 111: .:: A. 7 i 1.1 
Jforeora. fixing .:: 1ri1/i Im : c + u 2. the wric.1 
f} \) 
' -
' 
iu 
--- Ilk/ 
.::i 
::I { A.7 
i ·- 'l • l 0 l-0 
I .\.29 i 
for Im - ~ ( _,, .:.. 
Pruo(. Just as in the proof or Theurt.:m A.2 it fullll\\S !h,ll {I a:.:: I j,, 
analytic for Im.::< <"+a 2 and gi\en 
l 
:;-:- I 
_/(/ . 
,/11 If;{ II+-
n 
i th - I: - 111 + 
(/ 
1 A.JI 
\\here 10 E Im .:: +I <1 2. a 2 l and 111 t'- I - 1 .• c I. '.'\o\\ \\l' ;,hilt the ..:1mtour 
II'= II +ii (I· II E: to the Ct)!lll)Ur 
II =II + i/ 11 II_\ -'- I ! cl. ! .\.32 l 
ricking Up the residues at II - -- i<I 2. ia 2 -- i.\a. Thu~ 11 e ,,btain 
\' 
f 1 a: .:: I = \' 
I ' + ----- I 
2ia . 
/(/ 
ina i 
du r/1\ 11 + 
n 
- ii .\' - l I a I t h -- I .:: I ii + i 10 I. 
(/ 
Next \\e use I .-\.20) k) deduce that the intt'gral has limit 0 for .\' -• :r. 
Therefure the sl'nes rnmerges. tnc1. and it~ limit eyuab ,I (a;: 1. I 
ACK NO\\'LF!XiM fNTS 
This ani .... :k l-~rt~in .. ttL·d fr\)!n dis1..'U'.'l-~il)fb \\ith L. Frii.:.·dm~m l)n th1.: n1!c t1l H~·Jrlll'..,: furh:li{~!b 
111 nu111hcr thcnr; We thank him 1,1r hh 11Hacst c111d cl1c<'lll''1SC111Llll '1ikl th.111k J. l 1 .in 
l)1L~j1..:n Jl'r ~upplying ~l1Hk' n:h.:·n.'!k'l'~ 
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